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Abstract— It is the method of leakage position tracking and 

also the alert method of to interact and instruct the person 

itself. This incident happened in based on the unexpected 

disaster. This entire problem we avoid by using the some 

kind of automation or artificial intelligence method. Like 

continue monitoring based on cloud application and SMS 

and Mail help of the IoT. Because of this alert will make 

safe and better quantity flow in the line. This 

communication between the node to node based on flow of 

water. In proposed we are taking the smart tracking device 

for find the fault in the pipe line. Several limitations and 

difficulties exist in the inspection and maintenance of 

underground pipelines that cannot use pigs (pipeline 

inspection gauges). Leaking is unavoidable in such buried 

pipelines and poses serious problem to the environment as 

well as the pipeline owners. Pipeline leakages are usually 

apparent either when the pressure is dropping for no other 

obvious reason or when valuable product is lost. However, 

even in the best-case scenario, where the operators can 

isolate specific pipeline sections suspected to leak, it is often 

the case that the operators cannot reliably locate the exact 

position of the leak so as to take corrective measures. 

Acoustic emission (AE) is an excellent tool for detecting 

and locating leaks in buried pipelines. Access to the pipeline 

is required only locally for mounting AE sensors. Pipeline is 

pressurized and AE tested in 600-to-1000-m-long sections at 

a time. The AE sensors detect the turbulent flow at the leak 

orifice, and with the use of digital AE systems and 

specialized software, the position of the leak is provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The undesirable fluid losses due to leaks constitute one of 

the bigger problems in industrial installations, refineries, 

power stations and, in general, anywhere there are moving 

or stored liquids or gases, with occasionally enormous, 

environmental and economic repercussions. Nondestructive 

leak testing deals with the leaking of liquids or gases in 

pressurized or evacuated components or systems as a result 

of pressure differential. 

Acoustic emission (AE) is widely used for locating 

such leaks. The turbulence caused by the flow of a 

pressurized fluid through an orifice produces energy waves 

of both sonic and ultrasonic frequencies. Figure 1 presents 

some physical features related to and affecting the leakage 

flow. Pollock and Hsu provided a basic understanding of the 

leak mechanism and AE testing. Miller and others 

conducted laboratory tests and experiments to evaluate 

existing leak detection and location methods. Standards such 

as ASTM or ASME describe the method for detecting and 

locating the steady-state source of gas and liquid leaking out 

of a pressurized system 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Pipeline surface access holes are excavated at pre-defined 

sensors distances (typically every (100 m) along the 

pipeline, in order to expose a small part of the pipe (a small 

exposed surface about 15x15 cm2 on the top part of the 

pipeline is required). Any protective sleeve, insulation or 

fiberglass coating has to be removed for sensor mounting. 

The section of the pipeline that will be tested has to be 

isolated (in order to apply static pressure) and without any 

medium flow (to avoid the associated noise). 

For testing, pressure in the tested section is 

increased and kept stable. Although a single channel leak 

detection portable instrument might be used to acquire the 

average AE signal level of the pipe at the exposed points 

and identify the area that is suspected for the leak, a 

multichannel system is needed for reliable source location. 

Therefore, multiple AE sensors are placed on the exposed 

points along the suspected pipeline section and a multi-

channel AE leak detection system is used to acquire the leak 

signals. Special software is used to acquire the signals, to 

Turbulent Flow Condition: Re > 1000. 

III. FLOW SENSOR 

Water flow sensor consists of a plastic valve body, a water 

rotor, and a hall-effect sensor. When water flows through 

the rotor, rotor rolls. Its speed changes with different rate of 

flow. The hall-effect sensor outputs the corresponding pulse 

Signal. It uses a simple rotating wheel that pulses a hall 

effect sensor. By reading these pulses and implementing a 

little math, we can read the liquids flow rate accurate to 

within 3%. The threads are simple G1/2 so finding barbed 

ends will not be that hard. 
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IV. MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

V. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM 

The Global Positioning System (GPS), originally Nav star 

GPS,[1][2] is a space-based radio navigation system owned by 

the United States government and operated by the United 

States Air Force. It is a global navigation satellite 

system that provides geo location and time information to 

a GPS receiver anywhere on or near the Earth where there is 

an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS 

satellites.[3] 

The GPS does not require the user to transmit any 

data, and it operates independently of any telephonic or 

internet reception, though these technologies can enhance 

the usefulness of the GPS positioning information. The GPS 

provides critical positioning capabilities to military, civil, 

and commercial users around the world. The United States 

government created the system, maintains it, and makes it 

freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver. 

The GPS project was launched by the U.S. 

Department of Defense in 1973 for use by the United States 

military and became fully operational in 1995. It was 

allowed for civilian use in the 1980s. Advances in 

technology and new demands on the existing system have 

now led to efforts to modernize the GPS and implement the 

next generation of GPS Block IIIA satellites and Next 

Generation Operational Control System 

(OCX).[4] Announcements from Vice President Al Gore and 

the White House in 1998 initiated these changes. In 2000, 

the U.S. Congress authorized the modernization effort, GPS 

III. During the 1990s, GPS quality was degraded by the 

United States government in a program called "Selective 

Availability", however, this is no longer the case, and was 

discontinued in May 2000 by law signed by former 

President Bill Clinton.[5] New GPS receiver devices using 

the L5 frequency to begin release in 2018 are expected to 

have a much higher accuracy and pinpoint a device to within 

30 centimeters or just under one foot.  

In addition to GPS, other systems are in use or 

under development, mainly because the US government can 

selectively deny access to the system, as happened to the 

Indian military in 1999 during the Kargil War, or degrade 

the service at any time.[8] The Russian Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GLONASS) was developed 

contemporaneously with GPS, but suffered from incomplete 

coverage of the globe until the mid-2000s. GLONASS can 

be added to GPS devices, making more satellites available 

and enabling positions to be fixed more quickly and 

accurately, to within two meters. There are also the 

European Union Galileo positioning system, 

China's BeiDou Navigation Satellite System, 

India's NAVIC and Japan's Quasi-Zenith Satellite System. 

VI. RASPBERRY PI 

 
The Raspberry Pi is a series of small single-board 

computers developed in the United Kingdom by 

the Raspberry Pi Foundation to promote the teaching of 

basic computer science in schools and in developing 

countries. The original model became far more popular than 

anticipated, selling outside its target market for uses such 

as robotics. It does not include peripherals (such 

as keyboards, mice and cases). However, some accessories 

have been included in several official and unofficial 

bundles.  

According to the Raspberry Pi Foundation, over 5 

million Raspberry Pis were sold by February 2015, making 

it the best-selling British computer. By November 2016 they 

had sold 11 million units, and 12.5m by March 2017, 

making it the third best-selling "general purpose 

computer". In July 2017, sales reached nearly 15 million.  

They are made in a Sony factory in Pencoed, 

Wales. 

VII. SOFTWARE 

A. Operating Systems: 

Various operating systems for the Raspberry Pi can be 

installed on a MicroSD, Mini SD or SD card, depending on 

the board and available adapters; seen here is the Micro SD 

slot located on the bottom of a Raspberry Pi 2 board. 

The Raspberry Pi Foundation recommends the use 

of Raspbian, a Debian-based Linux operating system. Other 

third-party operating systems available via the official 

website include Ubuntu  MATE, Windows 10 IoT 

Core, RISC OS and specialised distributions for 

the Kodimedia centre and classroom management. 
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Many other operating systems can also run on the 

Raspberry Pi. 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

The use of AE for pipeline leak detection and leak location 

has been presented. An important requirement for executing 

the test is that the pipe or the suspect section can be isolated 

and pressurized to at least a minimum pressure, which starts 

from as low as 4 to 9 bar, while the desired minimum 

pressure is above 10 bar. Based on experience, excavations 

and measurements are performed using low-frequency 

resonant sensors at about every 100 m. In case that there is 

no indication of the leak, either with the use of portable or 

multi-channel AE system, new areas are excavated at 

smaller distances and new measurements are performed. 

Real-time linear location during acquisition provides most 

of the times a precise leak position within a few minutes, 

without any further analysis and the leak is confirmed 

immediately. 

The AE signal attenuation appears to be higher on 

small diameter pipes (4-6”). In that case sensors have to be 

placed on smaller distances. In addition, on small diameter 

pipes, the AE location graphs are broader, giving location 

indications over a long part of the pipe (can be up to 7m) 

instead of just one point. Noise sources, like truck passing 

over the buried pipeline, bangs coming from pumping 

station or refinery installations, ground movements at the 

sensors due to the opened holes, sand dropping on the pipe 

due to wind, etc., may usually appear and have to be filtered. 

In case that the pipe passes through different types of 

ground or depths, signal attenuation changes and might 

complicate source location. 

Today’s modern AE systems offer increased 

dynamic range (e.g., using 18-bit resolution) and low noise 

together with the option of waveform streaming (e.g., PCI-

2-based systems of PAC). The waveform streaming enables 

the recording of continuous waveforms of the AE activity 

independently of threshold adjustment at high sensitivity 

and offers enhanced evaluation and location capabilities to 

the operator. In case of small pipe lengths, the test can be 

fully performed with the sole use of a 2-channel portable 

instrument, such as PAC’s Pocket AE, that can provide ASL 

and location indications. Furthermore, advanced processing 

using special pattern recognition software [7] might be used 

in order to discriminate noise from leak signals and to 

provide the leak position reliably and/or to automate the 

evaluation process, especially in the case of remote pipeline 

monitoring. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The use of AE for pipeline leak detection and leak location 

has been presented. Real-time linear location during 

acquisition provides most of the times a precise leak 

position within a few minutes, without any further analysis 

and the leak is confirmed immediately. Today’s modern AE 

systems offer increased dynamic range and low noise 

together with the option of waveform streaming  Given the 

successful application of AE for the leak detection of liquid-

filled pipelines, remote pipeline monitoring is feasible and 

can be implemented specially for local, continuous 

monitoring of known areas of concern in underground 

pipelines. Modern AE systems, solar powered with wireless 

Internet connections, are well suited for remote monitoring 

and control of pipelines.  

Today’s modern AE systems offer increased 

dynamic range (e.g., using 18-bit resolution) and low noise 

together with the option of waveform streaming (e.g., PCI-

2-based systems of PAC). The waveform streaming enables 

the recording of continuous waveforms of the AE activity 

independently of threshold adjustment at high sensitivity 

and offers enhanced evaluation and location capabilities to 

the operator. In case of small pipe lengths, the test can be 

fully performed with the sole use of a 2-channel portable 

instrument, such as PAC’s Pocket AE, that can provide ASL 

and location indications. Furthermore, advanced processing 

using special pattern recognition software  might be used in 

order to discriminate noise from leak signals and to provide 

the leak position reliably and/or to automate the evaluation 

process, especially in the case of remote pipeline 

monitoring. 

Given the successful application of AE for the leak 

detection of liquid-filled pipelines, remote pipeline 

monitoring is feasible and can be implemented specially for 

local, continuous monitoring of known areas of concern in 

underground pipelines. Modern AE systems, solar powered 

with wireless Internet connections, are well suited for 

remote monitoring and control of pipelines. 
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